FULL STACK DEVELOPER  •  M / W / D

Your world revolves around software and your heart beats for video streaming? You have always wanted to be part of the development of a brand new product? If yes, you should become a member of our team.

What we are

• Team of 20 people from different countries
• Wide range of disciplines
• Ratio of men to women is around 50%
• Average age: over 30
• Brand new, fully air-conditioned, huge office with our own gym
• Relaxed, professional and international working atmosphere
• Cohesion and team spirit are very important to us, which is why we have regular team events and a team lunch after each week.

What do we offer

• Decide on your hours and work from home or in the office
• Take some time off with a vacation stipend to see if there are some weekends you wouldn’t miss
• Pitch new ideas and immediately take responsibility
• Bring your dog if you like
• Work on what you’re good at and what you want to do
• Pitch new ideas and immediately take responsibility
• Take time to recharge with 30 vacation days per year
• Pitch new ideas and immediately take responsibility
• Bring your dog if you like
• Work on what you’re good at and what you want to do
• Pitch new ideas and immediately take responsibility
• Take time to recharge with 30 vacation days per year

What you will be doing

Working together with our tech team in an agile setup to further enhance our video streaming platform screens
You are responsible for the development and implementation of new product features
You are thrilled about working in an international environment, which means that you speak English and German fluently and have excellent intercultural skills

What we offer

• You have good German and English skills (B2 Level)
• You have experience with front-end and back-end technologies such as TypeScript, Angular as well as Node.js
• Perhaps you already have experience with ngrx/Redux, GraphQL, Nestjs, SASS, MongoDB, Git, SCRUM, NX or Docker
• You are enthusiastic, curious and learn quickly

Tech Details

• Frontend stack: Angular 2+ with SASS, Jest, Apollo
• Backend stack: Nestjs with GraphQL
• All our code is written in TypeScript
• We try to share as much as possible between frontend and backend
• We are using Git with GitLab CI for development
• New features are automatically deployed via a CI/CD pipeline

If you think you might be a good fit for the job, don’t hesitate and submit your application (CV, Cover letter and Portfolio) to